PART B Submission
Title: Help for health anxiety: Results from a randomised controlled trial comparing
internet-delivered cognitive behavioural therapy for severe health anxiety versus
anxiety psychoeducation
1. Briefly describe your research (maximum 400 words)
My research spans the fields of health psychology and clinical psychology. It focuses on
using the internet as a platform of treatment delivery to improve access to evidence-based
psychological treatments for adults with anxiety and depressive disorders. I also use the
internet to develop and test new treatments for depression and anxiety, including the value of
adding therapeutic enhancers in combination with best-practice CBT interventions. Together
with collaborators I have developed 7 new online programs for the treatment of mental and
physical health problems including transdiagnostic treatment for mixed depression and
anxiety, illness anxiety disorder, chronic pain, perinatal mental health, and more recently a
cancer-tailored treatment for people with early-stage cancer and cancer survivors suffering
from depression and anxiety. My work has demonstrated strong evidence for the use of
online programs for the treatment of depression and anxiety both in clinical trial settings and
in routine care in Australian primary care settings. By delivering treatment online, it ensures
that people in need receive best-practice evidence-based care, regardless of where they live,
their financial circumstances, and their access to face-to-face care. In addition, my research
has focused on finding innovative ways to improve existing 'best-practice' treatments for
these psychological disorders with the ultimate aim of improving outcomes for patients. For
example, my recent work has focused on evaluating whether combining mindfulness
mediation within existing cognitive behavioural therapy treatment programs improves
outcomes and reduces relapse rates for patients. In addition, I have also conducted research to
explore whether online programs are effective for the treatment of depression in the context
of chronic diseases such as osteoarthritis and diabetes. These studies have shown promising
findings, and present a new approach to overcome the low rates of treatment of mental health
problems in medical settings. The focus of the present study an evaluation of the efficacy of
the first internet-delivered CBT program for the treatment of health anxiety (now called
illness anxiety disorder). This represents the first clinical trial to evaluate the efficacy of
iCBT for health anxiety outside of Sweden, and provides supporting evidence for the utility
of this treatment modality, and the potential of this program to reduce the burden of health
anxiety in the community.

2. Describe how your research illustrates Innovation, Best Practice or Excellence
(maximum 200 words)
My research represents an innovative new approach to deliver best-practice psychological
treatment for health anxiety. I have transformed gold-standard face-to-face CBT into the first
English-language internet-delivered CBT (iCBT) program tailored for health anxiety (illness
anxiety disorder). My research project is the first clinical trial to evaluate iCBT for health

anxiety outside of Sweden, and the first study to compare iCBT for health anxiety to an
active placebo control group (receiving anxiety psychoeducation). CBT -the gold-standard
treatment for health anxiety -is difficult for patients to access due to the lack of skilled
therapists. Internet CBT overcomes many barriers to treatment, fidelity is ensured, access is
optimised, programs are highly scalable, and it can be delivered at the first point of contact to
these patients who typically present to medical settings (e.g., emergency, primary care) rather
than psychiatric services. This trial provides the necessary supporting evidence showing that
internet CBT is an effective treatment for health anxiety. This new program will be made
available via This Way Up Clinic for all patients living in Australian and New Zealand to
access, ensuring that patients living with this condition are able to access affordable,
convenient evidence-based treatment.

3. Summarise the potential contribution to and/or implications for society
(maximum 200 words)
Health anxiety (now illness anxiety disorder) is common affecting 1 in 20 individuals in their
lifetime. Health anxiety is over-represented in medical clinics: 1 in 10 people attending
primary care visits suffer from health anxiety, and 1 in 4 suffer from health anxiety in tertiary
medical clinics (e.g., neurology). Health anxiety is not only debilitating for sufferers, it
causes considerable economic burden, as people with this condition use twice the health care
services per year compared to people with well-defined medical conditions. In their quest to
alleviate their fears of illness, people with health anxiety request excessive tests and
investigations and unnecessary treatments. This program represents the first scalable low-cost
accessible evidence-based CBT program for the treatment of health anxiety. It will enable
individuals suffering from health anxiety to access specialist tailored treatment for their
condition. It will reduce the burden of health anxiety on the individual and their loved ones,
but also reduce the high costs associated with excessive health service use.

4. Describe any contribution by Mental Health consumers/persons with lived
experience other than as subjects (e.g. reference group, researcher) (Maximum
200 words)
Mental health consumers are actively engaged in research projects conducted at CRUfAD.
During program development, we engage consumers in providing their feedback on early
drafts of the online programs in the form of focus groups, and pilot studies. Consumer
feedback is actively sought and incorporated into later drafts of the programs, to ensure our
programs are continually improved and acceptable to consumers. For example, in our
development of a cancer-tailored online program for anxiety and depression that incorporates
components of health anxiety treatment, we engaged consumer advisory groups on 1) writing
the initial grant application, 2) conducted focus groups to obtain feedback on the program
from 20 consumers, 3) in-depth feedback from two members of the Joint Consumer Advisory
Committee on the entire content of the program. For the Health Anxiety program, we actively

engaged consumers to provide feedback on the content of the program in a pilot trial, and
obtained written feedback about suggested improvements to the content. The feedback
obtained in the pilot study with consumers has resulted in substantial changes to the content
of early version of the program, including additional components, extended time periods to
complete the program, and more clinician input throughout the program.
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